Carrel Summary

Subs

Level S-2

10 S2-01 through S2-10 are the old typing carrels and not assigned (no shelves)
06 S2-11 through S2-116 are reserved for laptops, so are not assigned
82 S2-17 through S2-98 are available for general assignment
   S2-68 has been modified to accommodate a wheelchair
   10/11/2000 57 are currently assigned
12 S2-99 through S2-110 MJIL carrels
   all have locking doors
   They have office S-275 (one main office and two smaller ones)
07 S2-111 through S2-117 are set aside for VG to assign to SJD students
   10-11-2000 5 are currently assigned
05 S2-118 through S2-122 are available for general assignment
   10-11-2000 4 are currently assigned

Level S-3

(There are no carrels numbered S3-01 through S3-10 or S3-13 through S3-20).
   Office S323 is assigned to Publications Advisor
12 S3-11 through S3-12 & S3-21 through S3-30 are assigned to MJRL
   Offices S305 and S306
10 S3-31 through S3-40 are assigned to MTTLR
   Office in 109 LR
18 S3-41 through S3-58 are assigned to JLR
   S3-47 through S3-52 have locking doors
   Offices S310A, S310B, S312, S330
36 S3-59 through S3-94 are assigned to MLR
   S3-65 through S3-70 have locking doors
   Offices S321, S325, S327, S331, S380A, S380C (S380 B is secretary)
10 S3-95 through S3-99, S3-102 through S3-106 are assigned to MJGL,
   Office S322
02 S3-100, S-301 are available for open assignment; we tend hold these out to use for
   research assistants
   10/10/2000 1 is assigned; that to RA for Prof. MacKinnon

Total number of carrels on S-2 = 122
Total number of carrels on S-3 = 088
Total number of carrels in Subs = 210

16 reserved for laptops (10 of which are not full carrels)
89 are available for general assignment
07 are reserved for VRS/VRP (assigned by VG)
98 are reserved for publications
As of 1/16/01

**LR Stacks**

**Level 3** has no carrels

*office 375 and 377 are there and sometimes used for temporary assignments*

**Level 5** has carrels 503,502, 501 and 537

**Level 7** has carrels 703,705,707,701, 711 (this last a corner mini-office)

**Level 8** has carrels 816,815,812,811

**Level 9** has carrels 937,990,992,994,996

**Level 10** has carrel 1037 (used for equipment)

10 of the LR carrels set aside for VG to assign to VRPs/VRSs. They are on 5,7 and 9, but we do not know exactly which ones she has available and which are held out for the Law School to assign.